Unlimited access to eBooks
-Every end user to have unlimited 24/7 access, when and where ever they want, to enhance the role scientific literature plays in the research process.
Paper subscription model
Online database model eBooks + print books = more research eBooks vs Print Books -some differences
Print book eBook
Availability depending to library opening hours Available 24/7 1 copy can have 1 user at a time 1 "copy" can have multiple users at a time • Books from 2008 were downloaded less often in 2008 since they were uploaded on SpringerLink in the course of the year and were not available for the full twelve months.
• These data are quite consistent with data we see at Google Book Search. It seems that in an 'online search environment' the age of a book is only of minor importance. • Proceedings, professional books, contributed volumes as well as monographs follow with some distance.
• Popular Science books had the least usage. • By disciplines, there is a relatively homogenous picture across the STM disciplines. But there is one exception, Chemistry & Materials Science which has the highest average download numbers. This is partly due to the frequently used Springer Handbooks series, from which quite a few titles belong to this segment.
• The disciplines in the Social Sciences and
Humanities have lower usage numbers. This could be a factor of product mix (not that many textbooks and handbooks) and smaller market penetration.
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